Invest in Your Future’

Annual U.S. Savings Bonds Drive Launched

The 1995 U.S. Savings Bonds drive kicked off at NIH on May 3 with a new attraction to add to its longstanding reputation of being a secure and easy way—especially via payroll deductions—to save money. As of May 1, the Department of the Treasury simplified its bond regulations, ensuring that Series EE bonds—the most widely held—will earn market-based rates from the date of purchase.

“For the first time, savings bond investors will get market-based rates right from the start,” said Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, in a statement released Mar. 20. “Whether interest rates are high or low, savings bond investors will always get a return linked to market rates, a fair return on their money. This is the latest in a series of changes Treasury has made over the years to keep savings bonds the safest and most convenient way for Americans to save.”

Two different market-based rates will be announced each May 1 and Nov. 1: a short-term rate for the first 5 years bonds are held, and a long-term rate, from 5 through 17 years. Harold Scott, a Treasury spokesman who addressed a modest crowd on the lawn behind Bldg. 10 on kickoff day, said the new short-term rate is 5.25 percent and the new long-term rate is 6.3 percent; neither figure, he cautioned, takes into account the value of tax exemptions/deferrals that accrue to bond holders.

Mary Dufour Named NIAAA Deputy Director

Dr. Mary C. Dufour has been named NIAAA deputy director, effective last month. “Dr. Dufour’s background in anatomic and clinical pathology, epidemiology research, and preventive medicine will be tremendous assets to NIAAA,” said NIAAA director Dr. Enoch Gordis, who made the appointment. “In addition, Mary is well-known throughout NIH community as both a talented scientist and an able administrator.”

A nationally recognized expert in alcohol epidemiology, Dufour served from 1987 to 1993 as chief of the Epidemiology Branch in NIAAA’s Division of Biometry and Epidemiology (DBE). In 1993, she became DBE deputy director. In her new post, she also will serve as acting director, DBE.

The only NIAAA division with both intramural and extramural research programs, DBE measures dimensions, monitors changes, and elucidates causal factors in multiple aspects of alcohol use and alcohol disorders. As division deputy, Dufour coordinated the design and implementation of major intramural projects, including a national (See DUFOUR, Page 7)

NIH, Howard Host Forum on Heart Disease, Blacks

By Louise Williams

A bigger issue demands a bigger team,” said one speaker at the “Forum on the Status of Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) in Blacks.”

He was referring to the health gap between African Americans and white Americans. African Americans have a higher death rate from CHD than whites. Their death rate from stroke is almost twice that of whites, and they get high blood pressure earlier and more severely than whites.

To help build that “bigger team,” NIH joined forces with Howard University in the first of a series of forums aimed at decreasing CHD among African Americans.

The forum’s sponsors were the NIH Office of Research on Minority Health, the National (See CHD IN BLACKS, Page 4)

Anderson Heads New NIH Social Sciences Office

Dr. Norman B. Anderson has been named to the newly established position of NIH associate director for behavioral and social sciences research. His appointment is effective on July 1.

Anderson is an associate professor in the departments of psychiatry and psychology; social and health sciences at Duke University. He is also founder and director of Duke’s Program on Health, Behavior, and Aging in Black Americans and director of Duke’s Exploratory Center for Research on Health Promotion in Older Minorities. In addition, he is a senior fellow at Duke’s Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, and is a research psychologist in the Geriatric Research, Education and Clinical Center at the Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center.

“The creation of the Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research is a recognition of the vital role of behavioral and social sciences in biomedical research,” Anderson said. “The NIH’s support for research on behavioral and social sciences will allow us to increase our understanding of the factors that contribute to health disparities.”

(See ANDERSON, Page 2)

Nobel Laureate Eigen Gives Fogarty Lecture

Prof. Manfred Eigen, head of the department of biochemical kinetics at the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry in Göttingen, Germany, will deliver the Third Annual Fogarty International Lecture on Wednesday, May 31 from 3 to 4 p.m. in Masur Auditorium, Bldg. 10.

The lecture was established to foster information exchange within the international biomedical community. Annually, an eminent scientist from abroad is invited to lecture on a topic of current interest, and, while on the NIH campus, to engage in informal discussions with scientific staff. This year, the lecture, which is also a part of the NIH Wednesday Afternoon Lecture series, is entitled “Sorting Single Molecules in Evolutionary Research.”

Eigen will describe a method, developed in conjunction with Dr. Rudolf Rigler of the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, that enables detection and identification of single molecules in solution at concentrations less than $10^{-15}$ M. The method has great potential for application to molecular (See EIGEN, Page 2)
ANDERSON (Continued from Page 1)
factors in health promotion and disease prevention," explained NIH director Dr. Harold Varmus, who made the appointment. "Dr. Anderson will be responsible for directing, planning, and coordinating NIH efforts in behavioral and social sciences research. He is uniquely qualified to ensure the excellence of research in these areas across NIH institutes."

Anderson earned his Ph.D. in clinical psychology at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro in 1983. He then completed a clinical psychology internship at Brown University School of Medicine and finished two postdoctoral fellowships (psychophysics and aging) at Duke. He has published widely in basic and clinical research, primarily in the area of hypertension in African Americans, focusing on the interaction of psychosocial, behavioral, and physiological processes. His research has been funded by three NIH institutes.

He has received several honors and awards including the 1986 New Investigator Award from the Society of Behavioral Medicine, the 1991 Award for Outstanding Contributions to Health Psychology from the American Psychological Association (APA), and holds a Research Scientist Development Award from the National Institute of Mental Health. Most recently he was the recipient of the 1994 Julian Abel Award for Outstanding Scholarly Accomplishments from the Duke University Black Graduate and Professional Student Association. In addition, he is a fellow of the APA, the Society of Behavioral Medicine, and the Academy of Behavioral Medicine Research.

His editorial positions include serving as associate editor of Ethnicity and Disease and as a member of the board of editors of Health Psychology, Journal of Gerontology: Psychological Sciences, and Women's Health: Research on Gender, Behavior and Policy. He recently completed a term on the APA board of scientific affairs.

Race for the Cure, June 17

Sign up now for the sixth annual Race for the Cure, which includes a 5K run, 5K walk and 1-mile fun walk. The date is Saturday, June 17, 8:30 a.m. at the corner of 12th and Constitution Ave. NW, in Washington, D.C. There will be refreshments, celebrity guests (including actresses Sharon Stone, Linda Carter [TV's "Wonder Woman"] and former Redskins kicker Mark Mosley), prizes and commemorative T-shirts. Race benefits breast cancer research, education, screening and treatment. Pick up registration ($17 before May 31) at the NIH Visitor Information Center (VIC), Bldg. 10, Rm. B1C1218, or the R&W Activities Desk, Bldg. 31, Rm. B1W30. For more information, contact the NIH team coordinator, Peggy Brandenburg, 6-1776, at the VIC, which is also site of race packet pickup the week preceding the race.

EIGEN (Continued from Page 1)
diagnostics and evolutionary biotechnology. Eigen received the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 1967 for his groundbreaking work in developing new physical techniques for the investigation of fast chemical reactions and their mechanisms. In more recent years, he has focused his research on the significance of the information concept to molecular evolution and its technological applications. A graduate of the University of Göttingen, he has been associated with the Max Planck Institute for his entire professional life.

A true member of the international scientific community, he holds honorary doctorates from leading universities in Germany, the United States, England, and Israel, and is a foreign associate of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Pontifical Academy, the Académie de France and the Royal Society, among others.

A musician as well as a scientist, Eigen has said that he approaches all of his intellectual endeavors with the passion of the basic scientist. "Without scientific curiosity," he has written, "we would be a mere episode, a whim of nature."

All who are interested are welcome to attend the lecture and to meet with Eigen at an informal reception that will follow the talk, which has been approved for continuing medical education credit.

BIG Fundraiser Set, June 17

The Blacks in Government NIH chapter is presenting its annual Scholarship Dinner Dance Fundraiser, Saturday, June 17, 8-midnight. The event will be held at La Fontaine Bleu, 7963 Annapolis Rd., Lanham, Md. The donation to attend is $40. There are no sales at the door. For information or tickets, call Albert Harris, 6-3706, or Roosevelt Ingram, 6-5371.

NIEHS Recycling Effort Lauded

The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences has been honored for its innovative recycling program. Chosen to represent the numerous agencies across the department, NIEHS was selected for having the best and most innovative recycling program. The institute becomes the department's 1995 nomination for the White House "Closing the Circle Award" for recycling.

The NIEHS recycling program has reduced the amount of incinerated waste over the past 2 years by 32 percent, while recovering approximately 18,000 pounds of recyclables each month, and providing a use for some nonrecyclable paper from the community.

New materials are being added for collection. The institute promotes a more resource-conscious approach to its mission through a constant employee education and information effort. NIEHS also actively procures recycled-formulated products.

Dr. Kenneth Olden, NIEHS director, had special praise for the environmental awareness advisory committee at NIEHS, and its chairperson, Dr. Robert E. Chapin, and Charles E. Lesure, NIEHS associate director for management, who has worked closely with the committee. "This recognition acknowledges very intensive efforts over several years," he said. "The institute is justly proud of the excellent program that the committee has so energetically developed."
NHLBI Launches Inner-City Advertising Campaign

NHLBI has launched its first-ever comprehensive outdoor public service advertising (PSA) campaign, attempting to reach African Americans with messages about asthma.

The campaign is being run in eight cities with large numbers of asthma cases—Washington, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, St. Louis, Chicago, Phoenix and Sacramento. The death rate from asthma in most of these cities also is disproportionately high. Recent data show that more than 5,000 Americans die each year from asthma and that the death rate from asthma among African Americans is three times higher than it is among whites.

NHLBI partnered with several groups to secure placements of its PSA: the Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OOAA), through member companies, donated more than 150 8-sheet and computer-painted vinyl bulletins in Philadelphia, Baltimore and St. Louis; Transportation Displays Inc. secured enough free bus-system ad space to constitute a quarter showing in Washington, New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Phoenix and Sacramento; the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority contributed space for 10 posters in its Metrorail system; and two airport advertising companies, Ackerly and Interspace, posted the PSA in airports nationwide.

"We were compelled to ask our members to join in this effort by the important public health message of the NHLBI campaign," said Nancy Fletcher, president and chief executive officer of OOAA. "The free ad space donated by our members will help NHLBI reach critical target audiences with key messages about asthma."

More than 12 million Americans suffer from asthma, the only chronic disease that is on the rise throughout the world. Recent data suggest that asthma-related deaths are more common in inner city areas. Many people with asthma don't know they have it, or confuse their symptoms with chronic bronchitis, a cold, or allergies. But if asthma is not diagnosed and treated properly, it can be life-threatening.

"With the prevalence of asthma on the rise, especially in urban communities, we felt that an outdoor campaign would be an extremely effective means to reach the populations at greatest risk," said NHLBI director Dr. Claude Lenfant. "Our goal is to encourage people who are experiencing asthma symptoms to see a doctor and get a diagnosis. Once diagnosed, asthma can be treated, and most asthma patients can lead regular, active lives."

The major symptoms of asthma include: a cough that won't go away; wheezing, especially at night or after running; shortness of breath; and tightness in the chest.

The outdoor PSAs are part of an annual public service advertising campaign, developed by NHLBI's National Asthma Education and Prevention Program, to increase public awareness of asthma's warning signs and potential seriousness. This campaign, which runs throughout the spring allergy season, also includes nationally distributed radio public service announcements.\[3\]

NIAID's Kindt To Lecture

Dr. Thomas J. Kindt, chief of NIAID's Laboratory of Immunogenetics (LIG), will present a seminar titled "Use of Molecular Clones to Investigate HTLV-I Infection and Diseases" at Stone House on Tuesday, May 30, at 2 p.m.

Kindt has long been recognized for his expertise in the field of immunology and recently has made contributions to the study of human T cell leukemia virus-1 (HTLV-I). This virus infects an estimated 10 million to 20 million people worldwide and is spread through contact with infected blood, sexual activity, and from infected mothers to their infants. Although 90 percent of people infected with the virus have no apparent symptoms, researchers have found a linkage between HTLV-I and diseases such as cutaneous lymphoma, uveitis, and certain musculoskeletal disorders. HTLV-I is also known to cause adult T-cell leukemia or lymphoma (ATLL) and another disease, called HAM/TSP, which produces progressively debilitating neurologic symptoms.

The rabbit has proved to be a most useful model for studying HTLV-I infection because it is highly susceptible to the virus and, as in humans, infection in rabbits is generally benign. Kindt and his colleagues, however, found that certain groups of HTLV-I-infected T-cells cause a disease in rabbits that is similar to the human disease ATLL and that others are associated with asymptomatic infection. LIG scientists recently have isolated and characterized molecular clones of HTLV-I from these cell lines. These molecular clones are the tools that scientists have sought for years for the study of HTLV-I. They anticipate that the clones will shed light on the mechanisms by which HTLV-I causes disease and perhaps provide approaches to prevention of diseases caused by the virus.\[4\]

Life Insurance Open Season

The Office of Personnel Management has announced a limited open season for the Federal Employees' Group Life Insurance (FEGLI) Program. This open season began May 22 and continues through July 21.

Only those employees who are eligible to enroll in FEGLI, but have a current waiver of life insurance on file, are eligible to enroll during this open season. Those employees may enroll in basic coverage only.

If you believe you are eligible to enroll, contact your personnel office for details. They will also provide you with the enrollment form and the FEGLI booklet.\[5\]
CHD IN BLACKS
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Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, and the National High Blood Pressure Education Program, which is coordinated by NHLBI but composed of representatives from about 40 public and professional health organizations.

Held on the Howard University campus, the day-long forum focused on ways to prevent and control high blood pressure among African Americans. High blood pressure is the chief cause of stroke and a major risk factor for CHD.

Forum participants included leading medical researchers, physicians and other health care professionals, community activists, communication experts, and public health educators.

About 25 speakers gave talks on such issues as the epidemiology of hypertension, differential responses to drug treatments, research opportunities for African American scientists, nutritional and other lifestyle interventions, and cross-cultural social marketing.

Rep. Louis Stokes (D-OH) set the theme for the forum early on when he told the assemblage that eradicating CHD among Blacks would take a commitment from each American to all Americans. "I am keenly aware of the toll cardiovascular disease takes on all Americans, and on African Americans in particular," he said.

He congratulated NHLBI and the NIH Office of Research on Minority Health for expanding research, research training, and outreach activities to help solve the problem and for increasing the attention given to CHD among minorities.

NHLBI director Dr. Claude Lenfant then explained the genesis of the forum, which "grew out of recommendations from an NHLBI working group convened in 1992 to assess data on the severity of CHD among African Americans." In the summer of 1994, he continued, the group issued a landmark report, *Research in Coronary Heart Disease in Blacks*. The report covers strategies from basic research to prevention and education that can reduce CHD among African Americans.

Speaking next, Dr. John Ruffin, NIH associate director for research on minority health, urged participants to make the most of the day by reaching out to other attendees and forging alliances.

"People who are doing the most significant research and making the breakthroughs are usually in teams," he continued. "Teamwork will be our strength. Through it, we can achieve more than could any one member."

"Teamwork will be our strength. Through it, we can achieve more than could any one member."

And what better place to start," he added, "than here at Howard University?"

The topic then turned to research findings about the causes of high blood pressure among African Americans.

Dr. John Flack, associate and medical director of the Hypertension Center at the Bowman Gray School of Medicine in Winston-Salem, N.C., noted that 32 percent of African Americans have high blood pressure, compared with 24 percent of the overall U.S. population.

Reasons for the disparity are not yet understood but include such factors as a greater sensitivity to sodium, genetics, microvascular differences, obesity, and socioeconomic status.

Dr. Gerald Berenson, director of the Tulane Center for Cardiovascular Health, at the Tulane University School of Public Health in New Orleans, said fatty streaks have been found in the aortas of African American children. The finding comes from the NHLBI-supported Bogalusa Heart Study, which has following a large group of Black and white children since 1972.

Other Bogalusa data show that by ages 4 for girls and 20 for boys, African American children have higher blood pressures than white children. And that, Berenson added, means efforts to prevent high blood pressure and CHD must start early.

Several speakers echoed his call for early intervention and advocated a community-based approach.

Dr. Noma Anderson, associate professor in the department of communication sciences and disorders at Howard's School of Communications, said community involvement is needed to overcome distrust felt by many African Americans for government agencies and other organizations. Community members also can give key information about education and health practices of residents.

She also recommended using family-oriented health messages and slanting them toward the person "who cares most for those you want to reach." For example, messages about seniors should be directed to their adult children and those for women to their husbands.

"Make families think about how many of their relatives have had hypertension and heart disease," she advised.

Rev. Dr. Melvin B. Tuggle II said one of the best educators in Black communities is the church. Tuggle is pastor of the Garden of Prayer Baptist Church in Baltimore and president of the Clergy United for the Renewal of East Baltimore.

"The church is the center of the African American community," he noted. "Schools open and close; factories leave; but the churches are always there, even for those who do not attend services."

Dr. Keith Copelin Ferdinand, director of the Heartbeats Life Center in New Orleans, described his successful community project, called "Healthy Heart." Funded by NHLBI, Healthy Heart reaches out with health messages to low-income African Americans through churches, barber shops, and beauty shops. The sites also screen for high blood pressure.

At the close of the forum, Dr. Orlando Taylor, interim vice president for academic affairs at Howard University, reminded participants that "the mission to reduce CHD is one of urgency."

He then told of a general who was being honored at a special dinner. Speaker after speaker praised his greatness in battle. But when the general was asked for a few remarks, he said only: "Generals don't win wars."

"We're trying to win the war against CHD in African Americans," said Taylor. "It can't be won by NIH alone, or universities alone, or national organizations, or communities. It needs all of us." □

---

Forum participants included (from l): Dr. John Ruffin, NIH associate director for research on minority health; Dr. Orlando L. Taylor, interim vice president for academic affairs, Howard University; Rep. Louis Stokes; Dr. Claude Lenfant, director, NHLBI; Dr. Charles Epps, vice president for health affairs, Howard University; and Dr. Floyd Malveaux, interim dean, Howard University College of Medicine.

---
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NIAID Expands Effort to Prevent STDs in Women
By Mary Jane Walker

NIAID has launched three new research projects on topical microbicides to prevent and control the spread of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), including AIDS, in women.

Topical microbicides are chemicals that a woman can use in her vagina before sexual intercourse to thwart infectious microbes that cause diseases such as gonorrhea, syphilis and genital herpes, as well as chlamydia, hepatitis B and HIV infections. An STD is acquired each year by an estimated 12 million Americans—a disproportionate number of whom are women. STDs contribute excessively to the illnesses, deaths and health care costs among women as well as among newborns, who can be infected before or during birth.

"The development of safe, effective, female-controlled topical microbicides that will block the transmission of HIV and other STD agents is a global priority and a central focus of NIAID's STD research program," said Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, NIAID director.

The institute will award a first-year total of $1.5 million to research teams in Los Angeles, Chicago and Pittsburgh. These groups will conduct studies necessary to develop new topical microbicides.

"The goal of these projects is to develop safe antimicrobial products that effectively fight a combination of infectious agents, whether they are viral, bacterial or protozoan," noted Dr. John R. LaMontagne, director of the Division of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases (DMID), the NIAID division that oversees the new efforts. "The multidisciplinary projects will address basic and clinical research questions that need to be answered before such products can be produced."

The principal investigators of the teams and their planned projects are as follows:

- Dr. Robert I. Lehrer of the University of California, Los Angeles, and his group will develop man-made versions of small proteins known as protegrins as possible microbicides to protect women from HIV, gonorrhea, chlamydia, syphilis, genital herpes or trichomoniasis. Protegrins occur naturally and fight bacteria.
- Dr. Lawrence R. Stanberry of the Children's Hospital Research Foundation in Chicago will lead a team to explore the microbicidal potential of chemicals known as polysulfated carbohydrates. In addition, their research should yield new information regarding the disease-causing mechanisms of herpes simplex virus, chlamydia bacteria and HIV.
- Dr. Sharon L. Hillier of the University of Pittsburgh and Magee-Women's Research Institute, and her group will study detergents such as nonoxynol-9 (N-9), benzalkonium chloride and chlorhexidine—all known spermicides with potential microbicidal capability, as well as newly identified naturally occurring lipoidal microbicides. The team will examine the effects of these potential microbicides on the pathogens that cause AIDS, genital herpes, gonorrhea, chlamydia and trichomoniasis infections.

"The research effort will greatly increase our knowledge of potential microbicides and will lead to model systems in which to evaluate future products," explained Dr. Penny J. Hitchcock, chief of the DMID Sexually Transmitted Diseases Branch and coordinator of the NIAID projects.

"The currently available mechanical and chemical products thought to prevent STD/HIV transmission have limitations," she added. "A major drawback of the male condom is that it cannot be used at the discretion of a woman without her partner's knowledge or consent. Existing spermicides have not been clinically evaluated, and issues of safety and efficacy for STD/HIV prevention remain unresolved. Many situations exist in which personal, social or cultural barriers interfere with a woman's ability to successfully negotiate and implement their use."

According to Hitchcock, an ideal topical microbicide would not be inherently spermicidal, but could be formulated with or without spermicidal activity. For example, noncontraceptive microbicides would be useful for women who wish to become pregnant. "A person's contraceptive choices may change over a lifetime, but no matter what a person's contraceptive preference is, they need to be protected from HIV infection and STDs."

More than 20 major STD-causing organisms and syndromes are now recognized, many of which cause serious health problems for women and their children. HIV is now the fourth leading cause of death among women ages 25 to 44 in the United States, and a leading killer of women worldwide. Gonorrhea and chlamydial infections cause pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility and ectopic pregnancy. Several common STDS adversely affect pregnancy, resulting in spontaneous abortion, stillbirth and preterm delivery. Moreover, genital infections due to human papillomavirus are associated with cervical cancer, one of the most common cancers in women throughout the world. Infections in newborns include syphilis, herpes, gonococcal conjunctivitis (an eye disease that can lead to blindness) and chlamydial pneumonia, an infection of the lungs that can develop into a chronic respiratory disease.

Normal Volunteers Wanted

Right-handed volunteers with no abnormal neurological history and ages 50 and older, are needed for an NINDS study involving magnetic resonance imaging. Subjects will be paid for participating. Call Elizabeth Hoffman, 2-1315.

June Is Skin Cancer Awareness Time; OMS Has Information

June is the kickoff for many summertime fun and sun activities and is also the month for the Skin Cancer Awareness Program, sponsored by the Occupational Medical Service (OMS). This program highlights the relationship between excessive exposure to sunlight and the development of skin cancer.

In June, OMS provides information about skin cancer: warning signs, risk factors and advice about how to reduce your risk of developing skin cancer. This information is available for NIH employees at all OMS Health Units (Bldg. 10, 6C03; Bldg. 13, G904; Rockledge; Executive Plaza North, Rm. 103; and Federal Bldg., 10B08).

Want to learn what skin cancer looks like and ways to treat or prevent it? Stop by and watch the OMS skin cancer videos. Every Wednesday in June, the videotapes will be shown in the main OMS Unit (Bldg. 10, Rm. 6C306), at 9, 10 and 11 a.m. and 1, 2 and 3 p.m.

Skin moles may help estimate your risk for melanoma—a deadly form of skin cancer. The number and size of moles on a person's body are associated with the risk of melanomas. The risk is higher if moles are larger than the size of a pencil eraser (5mm). The important thing to watch for is change: If any mole changes color, becomes crusty, itches or burns, or if a flat mole becomes raised or spreads out, see your doctor.

The single most important factor in skin cancer development is overexposure to ultraviolet light such as sunlight. A skin cancer may not develop for years after one spends significant time in the sun. The risk can be reduced by using a sunscreen lotion. A mistake many people make is not using enough lotion. The recommended amount is at least one ounce for each time you go out in the sun. While NIH does not endorse any brand of sunscreen product, NCI recommends products with an SPF of 15 or above. OMS will have samples of various brands of sunscreen.

NCRR on the Move

On Apr. 14, all of NCRR's extramural programs and support functions moved to a new central location in Bethesda, just north of the NIH campus. The move affected nearly 75 NCRR staff members, most of whom have been working in the Westwood Bldg. Some of NCRR's Office of the Director functions, previously in Bldg. 12A on the NIH campus, also transferred to the new location.

To get staff members' new telephone and fax numbers, call their old numbers and listen to the recording or call 5-0717 and ask for assistance. NCRR's new address is: 1 Rockledge Centre (RL11, for interoffice mail), 6705 Rockledge Dr. MSC 7965, Bethesda, MD 20892-7965.
BOND DRIVE
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(EE bonds are exempt from state and local income taxes, and federal income tax reporting may be deferred until redemption or final maturity [30 years], whichever comes first).

"These rates compare quite favorably with 6-month CDs (certificates of deposit) right now," said Scott, who had prefaced his remarks with an impersonation of Ross Perot's nasal twang: "It's simple, now pay attention!"

Prior to the May 1 rule change, EE bonds had earned a return of 4 percent for 5 years from the date of issue. The new rate is likely to be of most benefit to people who cash in their bonds before 5 years, experts say. Savings bonds will still be sold for half their face value, but because they earn market-based rates, it isn't certain when a bond will reach face value.

Outstanding Series E bonds and Savings Notes as well as Series EE bonds issued before May 1 are not affected by the change and will continue to earn interest under the terms of the offering in effect before May 1. Similarly, Series H and HH bonds are also not affected by the new changes—they'll continue to pay interest semiannually at a fixed 4 percent.

NIH deputy director Dr. Ruth Kirschstein urged NIH'ers to start their investment in bonds as soon as the keyworkers assigned to their offices call. "If you don't see it, you can't spend it," she said, emphasizing the ease of bond purchase through payroll deduction.

"It's a great way to finance a college education, and it's a tax-free way to create a retirement nestegg," Dr. Judith Vaitukaitis, director of NCRR—the lead ICD in this year's campaign—said. "The sad truth is that most Americans don't save enough." The Japanese lead the world in personal savings, setting aside an average 15 percent of earnings, she reported. Then come the Italians at 14 percent, French and Germans at around 12 percent. The U.S. lags at 5.6 percent, she said.

"I buy bonds for two reasons," she stated. "First, as part of a balanced savings plan, bonds are the safest investment. Second, they provide capital to make America strong."

Richard Green, the HHS associate savings bond campaign manager, recalled the early days of his career, which began on 4 West in Bldg. 10. "I was pretty full of myself back then," he recounted. "I thought I knew a lot, but I was wrong. I knew nothing about mortgages, money management, child rearing, and other life skills. Graduate school had taught me nothing about these things."

Ruing his failure to save, he related, "If I knew then [about life] what I know now, I'd be a millionaire. I would have taken one of those early-outs."

Each person should have an emergency fund equal to 6 months' earnings, he said. "There is no better vehicle than bonds for accomplishing this. This is your own money we're talking about here, not some charity. Pay yourself first."

Free, more detailed information about bonds is available by sending a postcard to the Bureau of Public Debt, Savings Bond Operations Office, Parkersburg, W.Va., 26106. A fact sheet on the new bond interest rates is also available at this address.

As in years past, the kickoff was augmented by music from the Richard Montgomery High School Jazz Ensemble, a free raffle conducted by Geico, punch and cookies, and a surprise visit by Troy Snyder, captain of the Washington Warthogs indoor soccer team and the team's mascot, "Rooter," who mingled with the crowd—Rich McMannis

Research Festival '95
Deadline Approaches

Friday, June 2, marks the deadline to submit an application for poster sessions at the 1995 NIH Research Festival. The entries will be reviewed by the chairpersons of the festival workshops and by the festival organizing committee, chaired by Dr. Jim Battey, scientific director for NIDCD.

The annual Research Festival brings together researchers from all of NIH's intramural laboratories. This year's scientific program kicks off on Monday, Sept. 18, with a morning symposium on neuroscience. In the afternoon, researchers can participate in a variety of workshops and poster sessions. All events are to be held in the Natcher Bldg.'s conference facilities.

A special Monday evening picnic adds a festive touch to the schedule for hungry NIH'ers seeking food and entertainment. On Tuesday, Sept. 19, the festival resumes with a second morning symposium featuring cell biology, followed by another afternoon of workshops and posters.

The ever-popular Scientific Equipment Show once again concludes Research Festival week. The vendor demonstrations, sponsored by the Technical Sales Association, are presented under the big tents in parking lot 10-D. To receive an application for poster sessions, or for more details about Research Festival, call Gregory Roa, Visitor Information Center, 6-1776. —
Federal 'Webmasters' To Meet, July 11-13 in Natcher

NIH's Office of Information Resources Management, in conjunction with the National Science Foundation/National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) World Wide Web (WWW) Federal Consortium, is sponsoring a federal webmasters workshop July 11-13 at the Natcher Conference Center. Consisting of 14 federal agencies, the WWW Federal Consortium was chartered to foster improved efficiency in the dissemination of internal and public information and to further research and education of WWW-related technology.

The 3-day workshop is open to all federal employees who now have, or expect to have, policy or technical responsibilities for supporting a federal government server on the World Wide Web. This workshop is not intended to serve end users who simply browse the net. The program will assist designers and operators of web sites and managers who want to enhance their agency's web presence or production of material for federal web sites. Planned sessions on the first 2 days of the workshop incorporate a wide variety of topics including the latest developments in web software and servers, online security, integrating internal agency information systems, and future directions of the web. There will be expert and novice technical tracts. Informal discussion groups and poster sessions are scheduled for the final meeting day. Sessions will be conducted by speakers representing leaders in web research and development, including NCSA staff.

As the fastest-growing segment of the huge Internet computer network, the Web was known to only a few specialists a year ago. Universities and government agencies were the first to operate web "sites" (computers on which web information resides). Now used by millions of people to share information, the approximate 16,000 current Web sites are growing at the rate of 10 percent per month. Unlike the all-text format employed by many earlier Internet technologies, the web uses hypertext "home pages" in a graphics format to organize masses of electronic information. Home pages can contain text, graphics, voices, music and even video.

Information on this workshop, including a preliminary agenda, and registration instructions may be accessed through the World Wide Web at http://skydive.ncsa.uiuc.edu/webmaster/FedWebWorkshop.html. Registration is limited to a first-come, first-served basis and is restricted to 950 people. The deadline for receiving online registration is June 20. For more information, call Encore Management Corp., (202) 429-0001, or email: encore@cais.com.

DUFOUR, ALCOHOL EPIDEMIOLOGY EXPERT, APPOINTED NIAAA DEPUTY DIRECTOR

(Continued from Page 1)

study of the prevalence and cost impact of alcohol abuse and dependence among patients in short-stay hospitals, a multicenter clinical trial conducted with NHLBI and the Department of Veterans Affairs on the "Prevention and Treatment of Hypertension," and the 1993 National Mortality Followback Survey, which, for the first time in a national survey, elicited medical examiner reports of alcohol-related teen and young adult deaths from injury. The landmark National Longitudinal Alcohol Epidemiologic Survey, the largest survey ever focused primarily on alcohol and other drug use and disorders, also was conducted during her tenure as DBE deputy.

Within DBE, Dufour also directed NIAAA's extramural portfolio in epidemiology. In addition, she has worked to stimulate extramural applications in the multiple disciplines of alcohol research, focusing on such high priority areas as women, minorities, health services research, and medications development.

Among her special research interests are alcohol-related morbidity and mortality, especially alcoholic liver disease, breast cancer, alcohol and women, alcohol and nutrition, and risks and benefits of moderate alcohol consumption. She has published widely in medical, alcohol research, and public health journals as well as science monographs and books.

She also served as NIAAA representative to the NIH nutrition coordinating committee and currently serves as representative to the NIH Office of Research on Women's Health, as well as the DHHS-Department of Agriculture interagency board for nutrition monitoring and related research, which produces Dietary Guidelines for Americans at 5-year intervals.

"This is the best of times to be part of the alcohol research endeavor," said Dufour. "The field is maturing and important advances are being made at a rapid rate. As part of NIH, NIAAA is ideally positioned to guide this blossoming field into the next century."

Dufour earned an M.D. degree from the Medical College of Wisconsin, completed a residency at Washington Hospital Center in combined clinical and anatomic pathology, and was board certified in 1980. In 1983, she was awarded the M.P.H. degree from Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health and is board eligible in preventive medicine.

From 1982 to 1985, she was a fellow in the highly competitive PHS Epidemiology Training Program, specializing in alcohol epidemiology at NIAAA. She is a captain in the commissioned corps.

Dufour holds the PHS Outstanding Service Medal for continuous outstanding service to DBE, NIAAA, and PHS and the PHS Commendation Medal for establishing and directing NIAAA's epidemiology grant portfolio. She also has been nominated for the PHS Meritorious Service Medal for service as NIAAA acting deputy director.

Chamber Concert Set, June 4

The Rock Creek Chamber Players will give a concert in the 14th-floor assembly hall, Bldg. 10, on Sunday, June 4 at 3 p.m. The chamber program will include Mozart's Piano Quartet in E flat major, K. 493; a work for bass viol and piano, and Mendelssohn's Quartet in A major for two violins, two violas and violoncello. The concert, free and open to the public, is sponsored by the Clinical Center recreation therapy section. For more information, call (202) 337-8710.

Concert To Benefit Inn, Camp

The R&W will present the Montgomery Symphony Orchestra in a concert to benefit the Children's Inn at NIH and Camp Fantastic on Sunday, June 4 at 3 p.m. in Masur Auditorium, Bldg. 10. Suggested donation is $2 for adults, $1 for children.
NLM Bids Farewell to Long-Time Staff Members

Within the last few months, staff at the National Library of Medicine bade farewell to several long-time staff members and to a wealth of experience and knowledge about the library. Of the five retirees from key positions at NLM, four have been with the library since the early 1970s, one of them since 1968.

The retirees are:

**Harry D. Bennett**, deputy director for operations in NLM's Office of Computer and Communications Systems (OCCS), has had 40 years' experience in the field of data processing and information systems as a mathematician, marketing representative, scientific specialist, entrepreneur, and manager. This includes over 4 years as a corporate executive and technical director, and 21 years as a government executive at NLM. He previously worked for IBM, VIP Systems, and Deltak, Inc., before joining the staff of NLM in 1973. Since that time, he has held the position of either deputy director or director of OCCS. In these positions he was responsible for managing all aspects of the MEDLARS and database management systems and for the online MEDLINE and TOXLINE services.

His first position at NLM was as deputy director, OCCS, where from 1973 to 1977 he managed all operational aspects of the NLM computer center during the transition of services to MEDLARS II and a production online interactive retrieval system. In 1977, he became director, OCCS, and was responsible for development, planning, implementation, programming, and management of production data processing services. In addition he managed the design and construction of a new computer facility for NLM, coordinated the procurement of a new computer system, and coordinated the transfer operation without interruption of NLM services. In 1983, he became deputy director for operations, a position he held until his retirement.

**Kenneth G. Carney** has been NLM's executive officer since 1981, and has been with the library since 1968. His career spanned almost 42 years of federal service, 37 of those years at NIH, and 27 at the library.

At age 17, he began working at the Army Map Service as a map maker. While attending American University he returned to the federal government as an illustrator in the Medical Arts Division of NIH and, after receiving his degree, he was selected for an administrative assistant position, later becoming a senior administrative officer.

His first position at NLM was deputy grants and contracts manager in extramural programs; he later served as grants management officer. In 1971, he became staff assistant to the executive officer, then senior management analyst, and in 1979, deputy executive officer.

In 1981, Carney was named the library's top administrator—executive officer. The 14 years since that appointment were ones of great expansion of the library's programs and services—new components such as the National Center for Biotechnology Information were added, new databases developed, and a new director brought his own vision of NLM's future. Carney helped implement much of this progress.

**Dr. Richard K.C. Hsieh** was appointed director for International Programs in 1986. He brought to NLM some 30 years of experience in health services research, computer applications in medicine, and research grants management.

In 1966, he joined the federal government to develop a "Medical Care Administration" research program in the U.S. Public Health Service Hospital and Clinic System. Medical care administration research was relatively new when the Surgeon General called upon PHS to engage in "research in ways of providing health services," in addition to more traditional and basic medical research. In the relatively short time of 6 years, a health services program was established in five PHS hospitals with an annual budget of $2 million.

From 1981 to 1986, he served as the health scientist administrator for managing operations of the chartered cancer clinical investigation review committee, which reviews and recommends group clinical trial grant applications in NCI.

**Peri Schuyler**, head of NLM's medical subject headings section since 1981, retired in March. She began her federal career as a chemist with the Food and Drug Administration in Washington, D.C., then joined the staff of the Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia as an indexer. In 1971, she became a part of NLM's index section, and in 1978 was named head of its unit A. There she developed requirements for the online indexing system, helped develop an automated system for input and maintenance of chemical records, and was an instructor in MEDLARS online and indexing training.

In 1981, she accepted the position of deputy chief of the Bibliographic Services Division, where she developed and implemented an online indexing system, served as project officer for database-related agreements, and served on numerous committees associated with database design and development.

In 1988, she was selected to head the medical subject headings section, which is responsible for development and maintenance of the vocabulary used in indexing and cataloging, and for implementing the recommendations of the literature selection technical review committee with respect to Index Medicus journal selection.

**Bruno M. Vasta**, chief of the Biomedical Files Implementation Branch of Specialized Information Services, and TOXNET administrator since 1983, retired from NLM after nearly 35 years of federal service. He has been involved in the information science field for over 25 years, served on numerous national and international committees, and has been involved in several professional societies, serving as chairman of both the American Chemical Society's division of chemical information and the American Society for Information Sciences.

He joined NLM in the early 1970s and spent nearly 9 years serving first as chief of Toxicology Information Services, where he was instrumental in building TOXLINE and CHEMLINE, and later as chief of the Bibliographic Services Division. He then accepted the position of director of the EPA's chemical information division, where he was responsible for providing information support systems and for building the Toxic Substances Control Inventory.

In 1983, he returned to NLM to head SIS's Biomedical Files Implementation Branch. In addition he had overall responsibility for NLM's Toxicology Data Network (TOXNET) system. One of the most significant achievements was the redesign of TOXNET into a client/server microprocessor cluster that has resulted in significant savings each year for the library.
Lipid Congress Held Here

The Second Congress of the International Society for the Study of Fatty Acids and Lipids on "Fatty Acids and Lipids: From Cell Biology to Human Disease," will be held at the Natcher Conference Center, Bldg. 45, June 7-10.

Symposia for the conference, which will bring together many of the world's leading authorities on lipid research, will include plenary sessions on the role of fatty acids in gene expression, in vivo assessment of fatty acid status, antioxidant status and peroxidation and the cardiovascular system. Symposia will also include membrane functions of the polyunsaturates, inborn errors of metabolism, fats in the food supply and the role of fatty acids in brain function and in insulin resistance, obesity and chronic diseases. There will also be poster sessions. CME credit is available.

There are a limited number of free registrations available for NIH employees, with ID card, on a first-come, first-served basis. Registration materials may be obtained by calling 3-2393 (Corinne Stein), by fax 4-0035, or email: NZZ@cu.nih.gov. After June 6, registration will be performed at the Natcher Bldg.

NIDR Establishes Oral Gene Resource

Investigators at NIDR's Laboratory of Developmental Biology have established a "library" of more than 1,000 partially sequenced DNA clones isolated from developing rodent tooth and maxillofacial tissues. The DNA clones represent genes that are expressed, or active, in the tissues examined. The institute is encouraging research collaborations by making the sequence information and clones available to investigators at universities and other institutions in the United States and abroad. NIDR hopes this genome project will promote studies to identify new genes that are necessary for craniofacial and tooth development, or are markers for oral cancer. Of 400 genes expressed in developing rat incisors, 60 percent were found to be new genes, 30 percent represented previously identified genes, and 10 percent had partial homology to known genes. A similar analysis will soon be completed for genes from maxillofacial tissues.

"We expect to discover new genes from this library that encode novel proteins that are essential constituents of the tooth and its supporting tissues," said Dr. Yoshi Yamada, co-director of the project. The array of gene products could include unique regulatory factors, growth factors, proteins involved in signal transduction pathways, and extracellular matrix proteins and their receptors.

The next phase of the project involves selecting genes with interesting patterns of expression during development of tooth, bone, and craniofacial tissues; expressing the genes in a bacterial system; and producing antibodies to the gene products. This phase will provide additional information for choosing genes to characterize in greatest depth, and to screen as markers for oral cancer.

"The scope of this research, whether determining full-length DNA gene sequences, identifying gene functions, or mapping homologous human genes, will require the capabilities of many research laboratories," said Dr. Kenneth Yamada, codirector of the project. To stimulate this research, NIDR registered the partial DNA sequences of 400 clones in GenBank, a database accessible through the Internet. Sequencing of additional clones will continue and the new information will be added to the GenBank database.

The characterization of oral and maxillofacial genes represented by these clones could ultimately benefit the public as well as the scientific community. The discovery of new genes involved in the development of these tissues is critical to the understanding of craniofacial anomalies and cancers of the mouth, head, and neck. This research lays the groundwork that could lead to the development of diagnostic reagents and gene therapies, as well as dietary and drug strategies for prevention.

The initial phase of this project was published in the January 1995 issue of the Journal of Dental Research. Further information on acquiring gene clones or participating in collaborative studies can be obtained from Y. Yamada, Bldg. 30, Rm. 405, fax 2-0897, email yamada@yoda.nidr.nih.gov.

NIEHS director Dr. Kenneth Olden (top, l) recently hosted a visit by Dr. Benjamin Carson, director of pediatric neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins, who delivered a motivational talk for minority students at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. Below, Carson gets a standing ovation from the students, whom he urged to excel academically and to consider health careers. Carson said his mother made him turn off TV and read books as a child. She made him do book reports, even though, unbeknownst to Carson, she couldn’t read. She later graduated from college and has won an honorary doctorate.

About 200 students and their teachers from 21 area high schools converged on the NIEHS campus recently to get a taste of a wide variety of environmental careers and associated 21st-century technology. Co-sponsored by NIEHS and North Carolina State University College of Forest Resources, the symposium offered a selection of 18 speakers from the environmental sciences—including genetics, marine biology, and medicine—and such diverse fields as environmental law, television environmental reporting, and wood and paper science. This was the third such annual symposium, planned to coincide with the 25th annual national and international Earth Day observances. Winners of the symposium essay contest, coordinated by NIEHS senior scientist Dr. Joseph K. Haeman (c), were (from l) Christine Fischer (first place) and John Templeton (second), both of Durham's Jordan High School, and C. Destine Couch of Hillside High in Durham, and Ashley Edwards of Wake Forest-Rolesville High, who shared third place.
NCI's Constance Matthews Retires After 31 Years

Constance A. Matthews, a computer specialist for the National Cancer Institute's Research Analysis and Evaluation Branch (RAEB), part of the Division of Extramural Activities, retired Apr. 14 after 31 years of service.

For three decades, she analyzed and indexed NCI's scientific grants, tracked the published results through literature searches, maintained the office's GENIUS computer system, developed computer programs and flow charts, corrected computer malfunctions, and designed modifications to make the computer run smoother.

"Working for NCI has been a wonderful experience for me," said Matthews. "I not only learned something about research, but I got a chance to meet the researchers as well. It's been very fulfilling."

When Matthews graduated from Richard Montgomery High School in the summer of 1964, she never expected to work for RAEB, telling her mother after her initial job interview with supervisor Rosemary Cuddy, "Ma, I'm just not going to work for those old folks!"

Years later, when Matthews told Cuddy she had once made such a remark and "now sort of regretted saying it," Cuddy replied: "Gee, which one of us did you think was old? I was only 23 years old when I interviewed you."

In 1973, Matthews received an NCI Award for Special Achievement as a computer specialist, and again was recognized in 1979.

On Oct. 26, 1985, Matthews also earned the distinction of being the first and only DEA employee to deliver a baby while on the job. She was attending a scientific conference in Las Vegas with supervisor Dianne Ostrow when she suddenly blurted out to Ostrow: "I'm not feeling too well." Matthews, who was 34 weeks pregnant, started to go into labor just as the conference was about to begin. She was rushed by ambulance to South Nevada Hospital. Mother, baby boy Harvey and Ostrow survived the ordeal despite medical complications, which kept Matthews in hospital for more than a month.

Her son, now 9 years old, is one of the "great joys of my life," she said. She also has a daughter, Tiffany, 18, who is a high school cheerleader.

"Constance is liked by everybody and you will never find a more compassionate and caring person," said Ostrow.

Born 49 years ago in the once-farming community of Rockville, Matthews is active in Round Oak Missionary Baptist Church in Silver Spring. She currently resides with her children in Sandy Spring.

"Retirement will give me more time to spend with my children and my church, and maybe get some swimming in on the side," Matthews concluded. —Francis X. Mahaney, Jr. □

The NIH Life Sciences Education Connection

The 1995 NIH Mini-Med School will conclude Thursday, May 25 when Dr. Francis Collins will teach a course on human genetics. Director of the National Center for Human Genome Research, he will speak from 7 to 9 p.m. in Masur Auditorium, Bldg. 10. Although this year’s Mini-Med School is full, the human genetics course will be taught in Masur Auditorium rather than Lipsett so that people who did not preregister can attend. Admission will be on a first come, first served basis. If you would like to see what Mini-Med School lectures are like, come on May 25. If you are interested in attending the full 9-week Mini-Med School next year, call the Office of Science Education, 2-2469, to put your name on the waiting list.

A working group of 15 scientists and educators from across the country met recently in Wilson Hall to discuss NIH’s role in science education.

Dr. Richard Klausner of NICHD served as chairperson of the group. Other members included Dr. Luther Williams of the National Science Foundation, Dr. Marvin Druger, president of the National Science Teachers Association, Dr. Shirley Malcom of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Dr. Valerie Setlow of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences, and Dr. Samuel Silverstein of Columbia University and president of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology. The panelists met to share ideas about their science education programs and to discuss what role NIH can play in science education outreach, so that, according to Klausner, "NIH can help in and be part of movements toward reform in science education."

Topics discussed included establishing a vision for science education at NIH that is supported by the NIH leadership, making the most of limited resources, tapping and supporting the efforts of scientists and understanding their limitations, training scientists to be good teachers and communicators, reaching diverse audiences, educating teachers, producing and supporting high-quality teaching materials, forming partnerships with others involved in science education, performing evaluations of initiatives, making programs easily accessible, using the Internet as an educational tool, working with the local community, and sharing expertise and resources with practitioners and the public.

After presentations by each of the working group members, the group was joined by Dr. Ruth Kirschstein and Dr. Harold Varmus and audience members for an open discussion about NIH’s mission and what role NIH should play in science education.

A final report, giving a detailed summary of the issues discussed in the working group session, will be produced by the Office of Science Education. □

ORWH Talk Highlights Fitness

The fourth program of the Women’s Health Seminar Series will focus on “Physical Fitness” at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, May 30, in Lipsett Amphitheater, Bldg. 10. The program will open with introductory remarks by Dr. Thomas Malone, former NIH deputy director.

The first lecture, “Heredity and Health-Related Fitness,” will be presented by Dr. Claude Bouchard, professor of exercise physiology at University Laval. His research deals with the role of genes in adaptation to exercise training, and in obesity and various nutritional stresses.

Dr. William Evans, director of the Noll Physiological Research Center, will follow with a discussion on “Physical Fitness, Physical Activity and Reduction of Health Risks in Different Age Populations.” According to studies, much of what we call ‘aging’ may be nothing more than the lifetime accumulation of inactivity and poor nutrition. Through physical exercise and training, it may be possible to prevent conditions such as diabetes, coronary artery disease, hypertension, osteoporosis, and obesity.

The final lecture, “Physical Activities Related to Major Health Problems of Women,” will be presented by Dr. Barbara Drinkwater, research psychologist in the department of medicine at the Pacific Medical Center in Seattle. Low bone density observed in young amenorrheic athletes and anorexics suggests an important interaction between estrogen and exercise. Pressure to meet unrealistic weight or percent body fat goals can cause many young women to go to extreme lengths to lose weight. Some slip into a pattern of poor nutrition and inadequate caloric intake, which too frequently leads to serious eating disorders, menstrual irregularities, and bone loss.

Following the lectures, Malone will moderate a question-and-answer period.

The seminar series is sponsored by the women’s health seminar committee of the Office of Research on Women’s Health. The next seminar will focus on “Hormone Replacement Therapy” at 1:30 p.m. on Sept. 11. For information, call 2-1770. □
NIDR's Bruce Baum Receives IADR Award

Dr. Bruce Baum, NIDR clinical director, is the first recipient of a new award for research in geriatric dentistry. The award was presented recently by the geriatric oral research group of the International Association for Dental Research (IADR), during its annual meeting in San Antonio.

Baum was selected for the honor because of his "outstanding research accomplishments in the field of geriatric oral research." Throughout his career, he has conducted research on oral physiology and aging, with a particular focus on the effects of aging on salivary gland function.

He was responsible for adding an oral physiology component to the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging while he was a senior investigator at NIA's Gerontology Research Center in Baltimore, between 1978-1982. Started by NIA in 1958, the study examines normal aging in adults. With the addition of an oral physiology component, the study began gathering information on many aspects of oral and dental health.

Major accomplishments included describing "normal" salivary gland secretion, chemosensory (taste) function, and oral motor performance across the adult lifespan.

As a result of the Baltimore study, Baum showed that salivary gland dysfunction was not due to aging per se in essentially healthy individuals. Rather, it was a result of circumstances more commonly experienced by older people. Most often, decreased saliva secretion or altered composition of saliva results as a side effect from medications commonly used by older people such as antihypertensives and antidepressants. Salivary hypofunction also results from destruction of secretory tissues by autoimmune diseases like Sjogren's syndrome, or it may be secondary to radiation therapy for head and neck cancer. Both are most commonly experienced by middle-aged and older people.

When Baum joined NIDR in 1982, he began to focus on these disorders in older people that affect salivary glands. Together with Dr. Philip Fox, he established the NIDR Dry Mouth Clinic and began to develop novel diagnostic and therapeutic tools for managing the xerostomias associated with Sjogren's syndrome and radiation therapy. He has also continued to collaborate with NIA through an agreement whereby NIDR now operates the oral physiology component of the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging.

The IADR Award in Geriatric Dentistry is sponsored by the Bionetics/Laclede Professional Products Co.

NIDDK Retiree Lewis Joseph Sargent Dies

Dr. Lewis Joseph Sargent, a scientist who retired from NIH in 1973, died on Apr. 27. He was born in Brooklyn, N.Y., on Oct. 27, 1909, of Russian immigrant parents. He received a bachelor’s degree in organic chemistry from Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute in 1932 and an M.S. in 1935. He traveled to the British Isles for further graduate study, attaining a Ph.D., again in organic chemistry, from the University of Edinburgh in 1938 under the mentorship of Prof. George Barger.

Returning to the States, he was awarded a National Research Council fellowship to do postdoctoral research at the University of Virginia with Dr. Lyndon Small, chief of the Drug Addiction Laboratory, sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences. He was then research associate at Johns Hopkins University (1939-1941) after which he again joined the team of Small and Erich Mosetig (March 1941) whose research endeavors had been acquired by the National Institute (later Institute) of Health.

Sargent, familiarly known as Lew, was promoted from associate chemist to research chemist (Civil Service) in 1945. He became a member of the Commissioned Corps with the rank of scientist in 1948, was promoted to senior scientist in 1953 and to scientist director in 1958, retiring with that rank in 1973. He was appointed assistant chief of the Laboratory of Chemistry in 1958 and was a visiting research fellow at Kings College, Durham, England, 1960-1961.

Sargent's research during the World War II years was on the synthesis of new antimalarial drugs with emphasis on acridine, fluorescein and nucleoside chemistry. In 1946, he returned to his first love in science, research on the structure of alkaloids including morphine derivatives (metaphon, e.g. the efficacious analgesic developed by Small, et al.) and rearrangement products. Sargent's main exercise was walking, often to the various libraries, of which he was an avid patron, in the Bethesda area. He was also an enthusiastic patron of the arts, and with his wife Eleanor, to whom he was married in 1947, attended many concerts, classical music being his principal passion. He was an interesting raconteur and liked to give accounts of his early morning deliveries of milk to households in New York City with a horse-drawn vehicle during his high school and early college years.

In addition to his wife Eleanor, he is survived by a son, Robert.—Dr. Everett L. May

Edith Pruden Mourned

Edith Pruden, 50, personnel management specialist in the Office of Human Resources Management, Office of the Director, died recently at Washington Hospital Center. She had been employed at NIH since 1967.

During her career here, she had been responsible for managing many of the career development programs such as Career Curricula, STRIDE and the Training and Development Services Program. These programs helped foster the development of employees in lower-grade positions. Pruden was a graduate of the Women's Management Training Initiative Program sponsored by the Department of Health and Human Services.

Cassandra Isom, assistant director of workforce solutions, OHRM, remembers Pruden "as a hardworking person who had a positive influence on everyone she came in contact with. She will be sorely missed."

Donna Brooks, chair of the technical advisory board, which oversees the STRIDE program, said, "Edith's pleasant personality and vitality were a continuous inspiration to all."

To acknowledge Pruden's hard work and accomplishments, the recognition ceremony for employees in career development programs, which will be held on June 14, will be dedicated to her memory.—Herbert Casey
NCI High School Intern Wins Frederick County Science Fair

The reason for the smile on Edward H. Rau’s face these days is simple—his daughter Laura, 18, just won for the second time, the grand prize in the Frederick County Science and Engineering Fair. A senior at Gov. Thomas Johnson High School, she went on to compete May 6-13 in the 46th annual International Science and Engineering Fair (ISEF) in Toronto, earning a Second Place Grand Award in biochemistry (and an invitation to spend 2 weeks this summer at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in California, where she worked with Nobel laureate Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg). And to top things off, she recently turned down MIT and four other colleges to accept an internship program at the Frederick Cancer Research and Development Center.

Laura D. Rau, daughter of DS’s Ed Rau, recently won her second grand prize in the Frederick County Science and Engineering Fair. She learned much of her science in an NCI-sponsored internship program at the Frederick Cancer Research and Development Center. She really integrated herself well into the lab.

Laura began work in the NCI lab at the start of last summer, and continued working there, on a volunteer basis, virtually every day of the school year.

“She was here for about 5 hours a day in the afternoon, after school,” said Fogler. “She will be back working with us this summer.”

Fogler says Rau is a fine candidate for a career in clinical research. “She’ll do an excellent job. She’s indicated to me that she may do a combined M.D./Ph.D.,” he said. “She’s an ideal candidate for such a pursuit. She’s very motivated, especially for a high school student.”

The second-place finisher in both the county fair and at ISEF (in the medicine/health category), Jeff Muschik, 18, of Linganore High School, also used an internship at NCI’s Frederick Cancer Research and Development Center to develop his project, “The Effects of Human Plasma on HIV-1 Viral Envelope Shedding.” He has worked for the past several months, and will continue into the summer, with Dr. Peter Nara in the virus biology section.

Laura Rau’s project won her a slew of other honors, in addition to the county grand prize. These include the American Society for Microbiology Commendation, the National Association of Biology Teachers Honor Award, a U.S. Army Certificate of Achievement and the First Place U.S. Navy/Marine Corps Distinguished Achievement Award.

She won her first county-wide science fair grand prize as a sophomore in 1993 for an epidemiology study entitled, “Does Failure to Adjust for Age Distribution Account for the Lack of Association Between Regionally High Radon Levels and Pulmonary Neoplasms Mortality Rates in Maryland?”

She then competed in the International Science Fair in Mississippi Beach, Miss., and won an American Medical Association Certificate of Excellence in Science Achievement. Laura also presented the findings of her radon study in a seminar at the Radiation Safety Branch, NIH, in the summer of 1993.—Rich McManus

Wednesday Afternoon Lecture

On June 7, Dr. Larry R. Squire, professor of psychiatry and neurosciences at the University of California, San Diego, School of Medicine and research career scientist at the VA Medical Center, will continue the Wednesday Afternoon Lectures series with a discussion of “Memory and Brain Systems.” He will be hosted by the Neurobiology Interest Group.

The talk will be held at 3 p.m. in Masur Auditorium, Bldg. 10. For more information, call Hilda Madine, 4-5595.

Solowey Lecture Cancelled

The annual Mathilde Solowey Lecture in the Neurosciences scheduled for May 25 has been cancelled. The speaker, Dr. William Catterall, has been injured in an accident. The FAES, sponsor of the award lecture, hopes to reschedule the talk in the fall.

The faculty and students at Herbert Hoover Middle School in Rockville recently held an all-day faculty/student basketball game and raised $4,362.70 for cancer research. This is the second year of this event—organized originally to honor a schoolmate who died of cancer—and the students pledge to make it an annual affair. On hand for the check presentation to Dr. Philip Pizzo (standing, second from l), chief of NCI’s Pediatric Branch, were (from t) Adam Perelman, Corey Wright, David Sandler, Josh Hedaya and Rod Roud. At rear are (from l) Hoover Principal Carole Goodman, Sonia Munoz, Rachael Ruse, Veronica Munoz, Michelle Subner, Chip Maust, Cheryl Pokorny, Marge Kenemuth and James Kouros.